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Introduction
The rapid growing World Wide Web represents a huge information repository, which contains various kinds of information about real-world entities, such as people, locations, and organizations. A study of the query log of the AllTheWeb and Altavista search sites shows: 11%-17% of the queries were composed of a person name with additional terms and 4% were identified simply as the person names [1] . Traditional search engines always return lists of Web pages that contain the query name, without any summarization. Users have to sift through Web pages and summarize by themselves, which is tedious and a waste of time. To improve the search experiences on entity queries, we try to automatically summarize the information about entities on the Web, such as people, locations, and organizations [13] . We may generate various types of summarizations for entities. For the entity alone, we can first find the entities among Web contents and get the biographies or introduction information about the entities. For the connections of entities, we could find the related entities ranked by relevance, or find the exact relation description for two related entities. For example, for "Bill Gates", we show to users that he is a billionaire, he is born in 1955, his wife is "Melinda Gates", he is the chairman of Microsoft, and he is related to Steve Jobs for they are all great entrepreneurs. Information extraction plays an important role in all types of automatic summarization. Among various extraction paradigms, there are two crucial components in our summarization task: named entity recognition (NER) and relation extraction (RE). While name entity recognition targets at locating the entities in text, relation extraction tries to find relationship between these entities.
These two tasks are normally solved sequentially. At the beginning of summarization, we process all the texts and label entities from the entire corpus. Traditionally NER is considered as a sequence labeling task, while several statistical models are used to model the dependencies between labels, such as hidden Markov model [8] , or conditional random field [4] . After entities have been located in the text segments, classification or labeling [5] methods are used to decide whether there are relationship between any two entities, and what the relation keyword is. However, the drawback of the sequential strategy is straightforward. The decision of the relation extraction model could not be used by the named entity recognition model to refine its decision making, and the errors in NER can directly prorogate to all summarization processes even when we get strong evidence that the pre-given entities may be wrong.
In this paper, we introduce a novel framework called EntSum that enables bidirectional integration of NER and RE using iterative optimization. The RE component can actively send its evidence to the NER component to refine the model. In this manner, the results of NER and relation extraction can be used to guide the decision making of each other, and the performances of the two summarization procedures are boosted iteratively.
Let us look at a real summarization example. Suppose we are trying to identify people in sentence "Will Smith met his wife Pinkett Smith in 1990". In this sentence, it is relatively easy to get "Pinkett Smith" is a person name, and the model may be not sure about whether "Smith" or "Will Smith" is a person name, for the reason the word "Will" can either be a name or an auxiliary verb at the beginning of a sentence. But, it is relatively easy for humans to know that "Will Smith" is a person name, because we may know this famous movie star and happen to know his wife's name is "Pinkett Smith". As we can see from this example, the decision of relation extraction can help to decide the boundaries of named entities. We need a well-defined joint statistical model that can integrate NER and RE together so that the labeling results of text segments can give a prior for the understanding of relationship between entities, while the decision of the relation extraction can also give semantic suggestions to improve the name entity labeling. It is natural to integrate these two tasks by introducing a bidirectional integration model, where inverse model using relation extraction to guide NER is integrated with the previous sequential model.
The EntSum consists of two components: the conditional random field (CRF) based NER and the bootstrapping RE. We iteratively perform these two tasks until getting a convergence summarization. Specifically, we extend the CRF recognition model to accept two types of relation extraction features, the syntactic relation patterns features and semantic relation tuples features. Both these two features are used to refine the CRF model and then further help the RE. The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We introduce a novel framework for entity summarization called EntSum to boost the performance of both named entity recognition and relation extraction iteratively, compared to the previous sequential methods.
2. We introduce two types of relation extraction features: the syntactic relation patterns features and semantic relation tuples features to the extended CRF model to refine the NER. They improve both the precision and recall of NER and RE.
3. We empirically demonstrate the performance of EntSum on a large real Web data set, which shows the effectiveness of the EntSum, comparing to sequential methods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we briefly introduce the related work on entity summarization. Section 3 gives a formal definition of the problem to be solved. Section 4 describes the CRF named entity recognition model and the bootstrapping relation extraction model. Section 5 describes the two features and our EntSum framework in detail. The experimental results and analysis are shown in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
Related Work
Named entity recognition is also known as the entity identification or entity extraction, which is a traditional task in the natural language domain [7] , [14] . There several types of named entities, such as people, location, organization in our application, or the product name, telephone number. Different learning methods are used in this task, such as hidden Markov model [8] , support vector machines [9] or conditional random fields [4] . Relation extraction was first formulated as part of the Message Understanding Conference (MUCs) and Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program. This task was originally studied using natural language processing and supervised machine learning techniques [3] , [5] , which require a set of relation-specific human tagged examples to learn an extractor. Bootstrapping methods [2] , [6] can significantly reduce the number of training examples by iteratively discovering extraction patterns and identifying entity relations with only a small number of seeds, either target relation tuples [2] or general extraction templates [6] . These bootstrapping methods leverage the duplicate information on the Web and use the pattern-extraction duality to automatically bootstrap the performance of extraction.
Joint inference is currently a hot research topic in information extraction, natural language processing, and other fields [10] . Jointly optimizing two related tasks is a promising method to boost every sub-task's performance. As the information extraction and summarization sub-tasks are always related and can help each other, this idea has been applied to the problem like jointly extract records and named entity recognition [11, 12] , or combining the optimization of record extraction and entity resolution [10] . Our work follows this idea and applies it to the named entity recognition and relation extraction.
Problem Definition
In this section we will formally define two separate summarization tasks (i.e., NER and RE) and the joint entity summarization task we tackled in this paper.
In EntSum, the inputs of all tasks are sentences. We use to denote a length sentence, where is a term. For the NER task we try to label each term to be a label , where belongs to the label space Y. In our task, we try to label three types of entities: people, location and organizations. For each type, we use three tags for the different positions: begin (B), middle (M), and end (E). Y = {P_S, P_M, P_E, L_S, L_M, L_E, O_S, O_M, O_E, TERM}, where the tag TERM denotes that the term is a normal word. The named entity recognition task can then be formally defined as follows: Definition 1. (Named entity recognition). Given a sentence x in the corpus, the goal of named entity recognition is to find the optimal assignment of the label sequence :
Given a labeled sentence and a pre-defined relationship type r, relation extraction module tries to decide whether any two entities in the sentence get this type of relationship. The relation extraction task for type r can be defined as follows: Definition 2. (Relation Extraction). Given a sentence x and its label y, the goal of relation extraction is to find whether the pre-defined relationships r exist between every entity pair: (2) where , are different entities in sentence x with label y, and is the relationship type indicator. In EntSum, we try to find three most common types of relationships that related to person: 1. person to person relationship, such as "father", "friend"; 2. person to organization profession relationship, such as "CEO", "student"; 3. list relationship, such as "basketball player", "billionaire".
Using the notations before, we define the joint summarization model as follows; Definition 3. (Joint optimization of NER and RE). Given a set of sentences in the corpus, the goal of joint optimization of named entity recognition and relation extraction is to find both the optimal assignment of the entity labels and relation extraction :
This definition shows the ultimate goal of entity summarization: globally optimize both the entity recognition and relation extraction on the entire training corpus. In EntSum, we achieve this goal by iteratively achieve the previous two separate goals, and combine them together to get a joint optimal result.
Sequential Model
In this Section, we will introduce the two components in the sequential model: the name entity recognition and the relation extraction. These two models are also served as part of the final joint model EntSum.
Named Entity Recognition
Different from max entropy models that only models the label space by observation, conditional random field can model the dependencies between labels, which have been proven effective [4] when modeling the sequential labeling tasks, such POS tagging, word breaking, or named entity recognition. In this paper, we consider the named entity recognition as a sequential labeling task: label each term to be a tag in the tag space y = {P_S, P_M, P_E, L_S, L_M, L_E, O_S, O_M, O_E, TERM}, where P, L, O stands for the entity type we want to extract: person, location and organization, and the last identifier S, M, E stands for the start, middle and end of an entity. If a term is not an entity, then it will be given a TERM tag. Given the observation sequence x, the linear chain conditional random field models the conditional probability of label y as follows: (4) where is the partition function to make it a distribution function. The potential function is defined as: (5) where is the k-th feature function at state t and t-1, is the k-the parameter for the feature . There are two types of features: vertex features and edge features, where the vertex features only dependent on the current state. Given an observation sequence x, conditional random field infers the best label sequence y by the conditional probability , which can be solved efficiently using Viterbi algorithm. The parameter estimation can be obtained by maximizing the sum of conditional log likelihood, which can also be solved by dynamic programming.
In our EntSum system, we use four sets of features in our entity recognition model. Table 1 shows these four sets of features. 
Bootstrapping Relation Extraction
Different from previous deep parsing relation extraction methods, we adopt the bootstrapping framework to fully leverage the large amount Web pages. The bootstrapping methods are based on the pattern-extraction duality, which states that given a good pattern, we can get good extraction from it; given good extractions, we can summarize good patterns from them. Using this property, we start the extraction with only a small number of seed extractions or seed patterns. We then start the iterative bootstrapping processing. Firstly, we identify the extractions using previous patterns, and then these extractions are further used to identify new tuples on all the Web pages using the pattern-extraction duality. From all these newly identified sentences, we generate patterns from them. A heuristic ranking module is used to filter out low confidence patterns. Using these newly generated patterns, we then return to the first step to do more extractions. Relation extraction iteratively performs these four steps until no new patterns can be selected or no new extractions can be found.
In EntSum framework, we adopt the same configuration as the general snowball [2] method and use only text patterns. Different from Snowball, we use pre-defined relationship keywords to get more accurate extractions. As stated in the previous Section, we extract three types of relationships: person to person relationship, person to organization relationship, and people list relationship. For the person to person relationship, we use a list of 206 relationship keywords such as "father", "friend" and a seed pattern "PersonA is the RelKeyword of PersonB". We use a title list that contains 3146 titles words such as "CEO", "chairman" or "student" and a seed pattern "OrganizationA RelKeyword PersonB" for the person to organization relationship. For the list extraction, we first identify a people list in the sentence which has two restrictions: every name should only be separated by comma or "and" and the number of people should be no less than 3. We then use a general list pattern "RelKeyword such as PeopleList" to match the list relationships. To get a consistent notation as previous two types, we assign the RelKeyword to every people pair in the people list. Using these configurations, we automatically mine these types of relationships in the Web corpus.
EntSum Joint Model
The EntSum framework extends the previous two components (i.e., a CRF based named entity recognizer and a bootstrapping relation extractor) to leverage decision from each other. The observations of these two components are both from the webpage. The understanding results of one component can be used by the other component to make a decision. To enable such joint inference, we extend the model using two set of features: the relation extraction patterns and extracted relation tuples. At the end of this Section, we introduce the iterative joint inference method.
Relation Pattern Feature
As from the bootstrapping relation extraction process, we can get lots of extracted relation tuples and relation extraction patterns. These patterns are sometimes useful to decide the boundary of named entities. Take the common list pattern for example. If we have a list pattern "RelKeyword such as PersonA, PersonB, …, PersonC", which could extract that all persons in this list have the list relationship RelKeyword. Suppose our relation extractor encounters the sentence "Great scientists, such as Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton and James Maxwell, …" If NER has successfully tagged these three names, we can then get these three people get the relationship "great scientists". But as some names are hard to identify from the text features, such as "Isaac Newton" may have never appeared in the training data. For this reason, this list cannot be extracted. But we could use this pattern as a feature for the NER to notify that this word may probably be a people name. After the NER has perceived this feature and re-tags all the sentences, we then step back to mining new relationships, which will definitely result more extractions.
Specifically, we add three features for each entity type in every relation extraction pattern at the boundaries of entities. For example, for the pattern pt = "LeftConstraint PersonA MiddleConstraint PersonB RightConstraint", we generate three features , where stands for the features from pattern pt, the word is for the person, and b, m, e means beginning, middle and end respectively. We match these three features using following method. Firstly, remove the entity restrictions in the relation pattern, and match it on the sentence. If some sentence can match on the pattern, we assign features to terms that at the previous entity position. The terms just at the right side of "LeftConstraint" or "MiddleConstraint" get a feature , the terms at the left side of "MiddleConstraint" and "RightConstraint" with the feature and the terms that are inside the above two types of terms get a feature . Comparing with the existing condition random fields features, these features offer much longer syntactic understanding of the whole sentences. We incorporate these features in the extended CRF model and do inference with previous features.
Relation Tuple Feature
Besides the relation patterns that can provide long range feature, the knowledge mined from the relation extraction can also be used to boost the NER performance. When we use the bootstrapping model to extract relations on the Web, we get lots of relationship tuples, such as <Pinkett Smith, wife, Will Smith>, <Steve Jobs, CEO, Apple> or <Albert Einstein, scientists, Isaac Newton>. This knowledge is also very useful when identifying named entities in the Web page. Just like the bootstrapping process in the relation extraction, if we have these relation tuples, and if we have found the both entity terms in one tuple have occurred in the same sentence, we are sure that the two string are just the entities and the relation keyword is a term. As the previous "Will Smith" suggested, if we have already extracted that "Will Smith" is actually the husband of "Pinkett Smith", then we could leverage this information in NER to judge that "Will Smith" may a name instead of "Smith". For the profession extraction, if we have already extracted that "Steve Jobs" is the "CEO" of the "Apple" company, then it will be easier for the NER to decide the term "Apple" in sentence "Apple CEO Steve Jobs gave a talk" is an organization. By incorporate the semantic information like relation tuples, we could remove many ambiguity in the named entity recognition.
For all relation tuples, we add only 10 features: rt ={ }, where these features stand for the different position in 4 types of terms. For an observation text sequence, we use the two entity key components in an extraction tuple: two entity strings to locate the known tuple. If these strings have all occurred in one sentence, we judge that these terms are all that kinds of entities. For the three matches, we assign 1 to the feature according to the position in the entity. These features are considered as the semantic knowledge features and used in the extended model as extended features.
Joint Model
To incorporate these two types of features into the CRF-based NER model, we extend the previous recognizer by introducing these features. These feature functions takes the previous extraction patterns or extraction knowledge as their inputs. Analogizing to the feature functions defined in Section 4.1, we use ) and to represent the pattern features and tuple features respectively. As the joint model is an iterative one, we use the superscript j to indicate the decision in the jth iteration. The potential function of extended CRF can be defined as follows: (6) The newly introduced features and use the decision of the relation extraction in the (j-1)th iteration as its additional input. and are the weights of the feature function. For these parameters, we can estimate from a fully labeled data set just like other parameters. However, as the training data are hard to get and the feature sets may change during the iterations, we manually set the weight according to the pattern confidence in the relation extraction. The more confident the pattern is in the relation extraction, higher weight is set in NER.
To leverage all these features, we use an iterative joint inference method to jointly optimize both of these two components. Specifically, we repeat the following steps until the convergence of the assignments is reached on the entire corpus:
[1] The CRF-based named entity recognizer tries to recognize the named entities in all the corpus using the only the text observation features.
[2] The bootstrapping relation extraction model tries to iteratively identify the relationships among the entire corpus given the tagged entities in previous step.
[3] The CRF-based name entity recognizer generates the labels of entities using the full feature set: the natural language features, the relation pattern features from relation extraction, and the relation tuple features from relation extraction. Go to Step 2, until the relation extraction and name entity recognition results are similar enough in two adjacent iterations.
Note that we first run the named entity recognition with only partial features to first extract some entities for the relation extraction. That is because without the given entities, bootstrapping relation extraction model is less efficient and the entire iteration number and running time may increase.
Experiments
In this we report experiments on the real Web data set to illustrate the effectiveness of the EntSum joint model in different situations. We compare our method with previous sequential method, and also compare the effect of different feature sets.
Data Set and Methodology
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method on large scale Web summarization, we use a real Web data set Web1M. This data set is built from the MSN news crawler. For each crawled Web page, we remove the HTML tags, and split the Web pages into text segments using regular expressions. After filtering out too long or too short paragraphs, Web1M uses 1 million such text segments. The Web1M data set can be regarded as a real Web data set.
On this data set, we compare five different methods. The first is the baseline method: the sequential method. We use a previous fine trained named entity recognizer as the initial NER. This NER uses the features described in Table 1 . For the sequential method, we first use this NER to find named entities (i.e., people, location, organization), and then use the bootstrapping relation extraction to find three types of relationships (i.e., person to person relation, person to organization profession relation, person list relation). The other three methods are all using the integrated framework, with different feature sets. The EntSum kno uses only the knowledge features, and the EntSum pat uses only the pattern features. The EntSum is our integrated extraction models with both feature sets.
As the data set is large, it is impractical to label all the extractions. We adopt the sample precision as the evaluation metric for accuracy. For the named entities, we randomly sample 100 sentences, and manually labeled all the sentences. We then evaluate the NER on these 100 sentences with precision and recall. As the relationship may be sparse, we randomly sample 100 extractions, and evaluate the correctness of these 100 extractions. Extracted numbers and estimated good extracted numbers are used to approximately as the recall metric. Table 2 shows the results of four systems on two different tasks. As we can see, our EntSum has improved both the recall of NER and RE while avoiding the accuracy dropping to much. For the two of the three RE tasks (i.e., P2P and List) we get one more good extractions with the same precision as the SeqSum system. For the P2O extraction, we get about 250% increases in good extraction numbers. For the NER task, we get almost the same precision as SeqSum, but 4 percent increase in recall, which is large especially when the corpus is large. Both the knowledge features and the pattern features are effective to boost both tasks' performances. For some of the samples, knowledge features help the NER to get ambiguities words, such as "Killed were sisters Stephanie Works, 18, and Rachel Works, 16." NER fails to recognize "Stephanie Works" is a whole name in this sentence, while the knowledge in other sentences suggests the relationship between "Rachel Works" and "Stephanie Works" are sisters. For the pattern features, we successfully extract named entities that are not easy to get from text features, such as "Art Garfunkel described Beach Boys founder Wilson's music as "this unique crazy creation, a mix of rock 'n' roll and heartfelt prayer."" NER firstly fails to get the organization "Beach Boys", while the pattern for profession helps the NER to make such decision. Using patterns, we get many unrecognized names using previous NER, some unseen data records, such as the name "Drogba" or "Shakira", "A. Koptelov". Also, using patterns, we get some band names or group names, which seldom extracted by NER, such as "Heavy D", "Arctic Monkeys". As we can get from the results, the patterns get a low precision comparing with other features, as the patterns may sometimes make errors, in the sentence "Schaffer, a World War II veteran, is survived by three sons", NER extracts "World War II" as an organization which is actually an event.
Results and Discussion

Conclusions
The tasks of named entity recognition and relation extraction play important roles in the automatic entity summarization. Previous works always solves them sequentially, which may lose much useful information. Little work has been done toward an integrated statistical model for these two tasks. In this paper, we introduced the EntSum framework for entity summarization. It jointly considers these two tasks, and enables the bidirectional integration to boost the performance of each other. Specifically, EntSum is composed of two models, i.e., the extended CRF model for named entity recognition and the bootstrapping model for relation extraction. The performance of both two models can be boosted in the iterative optimization procedure. Our experiments on a large real Web data set haven showed the effectiveness of the joint summarization model.
